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A Drag&drop type file processing application. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate
checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum /
hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate
checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from any local files / folders / folders (with size
limitation). Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress
from windows shares. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt /
compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes /
encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum
/ hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate
checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch
calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for
batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag &
Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers.
Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from
Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt /
compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes /
encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum
/ hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate
checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch
calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for
batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag &
Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers.
Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from
Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt /
compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum / hashes /
encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate checksum
/ hashes / encrypt / compress from FTP servers. Drag & Drop app for batch calculate
checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from Windows Shares. Drag & Drop app for batch
calculate checksum / hashes / encrypt / compress from
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DataXWork Download With Full Crack is an exciting toolkit, that provides almost all tools
which you need for computer security: · Hash value calculation (SHA1, CRC16) · Data
encryption (AES, TripleDES) · File compressing (deflate, BZ2, implode) · Hex, Rfc- and
Base64 encoding · [… more …] What’s New Version 1.1.3: · Addition of SysInfo panel to
file’s properties · Renaming of v1.0 to v1.0.1 (initial public release) What’s New Version
1.2.0: · Addition of AES algorithm to File Encryption · [… more …] What’s New Version
1.3.0: · Support for external plugins (e.g. Crypto API) · Support for custom properties
DataXWork is an exciting toolkit, that provides almost all tools which you need for
computer security: · Hash value calculation (SHA1, CRC16) · Data encryption (AES,
TripleDES) · File compressing (deflate, BZ2, implode) · Hex, Rfc- and Base64 encoding ·
UI improvements · [… more …] What’s New Version 1.1.3: · Addition of SysInfo panel to
file’s properties · Renaming of v1.0 to v1.0.1 (initial public release) DataXWork is an
exciting toolkit, that provides almost all tools which you need for computer security: · Hash
value calculation (SHA1, CRC16) · Data encryption (AES, TripleDES) · File compressing
(deflate, BZ2, implode) · Hex, Rfc- and Base64 encoding · UI improvements · [… more
…] What’s New Version 1.2.0: · Addition of AES algorithm to File Encryption · [… more
…] What’s New Version 1.3.0: · Support for external plugins (e.g. Crypto API) · Support
for custom properties Download Screenshot Screenshots Of DataXWork System Tools
What’s New Version 1.1.3: · Add 09e8f5149f
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“DataXWork is an integrated solution that, with ease of use, makes sure the user does not
have to be an expert for him to successfully encrypt and store various files.” “All the
components are packaged in one bundle. No matter what kind of file you are encrypting,
encoding, or compressing, you can rely on this package, which takes only a few minutes to
install.” Show More... 1.1.18 released 1.1.18 Released Version. In this release a new
automatic step-by-step encryption and decryption have been added. Bug fixed: The
verification code has been moved from the encryption-decryption steps. The resulting code
is now checked before the encryption begins. As a result we found out that the module was
no longer working. Bug fixed: The encryption process was not commended correctly when
it was set to be automatic. Bug fixed: Now the commended decompression tool is not
prompted again, even if you set it to automatic. Bug fixed: Now the commended
decompression tool is compatible with Windows 10. 1.1.17 released 1.1.17 Released
Version. In this release a new automatic step-by-step encryption and decryption have been
added. Bug fixed: The verification code has been moved from the encryption-decryption
steps. The resulting code is now checked before the encryption begins. As a result we
found out that the module was no longer working. Bug fixed: The encryption process was
not commended correctly when it was set to be automatic. Bug fixed: Now the commended
decompression tool is not prompted again, even if you set it to automatic. Bug fixed: Now
the commended decompression tool is compatible with Windows 10. 1.1.16 released
1.1.16 Released Version. In this release a new automatic step-by-step encryption and
decryption have been added. Bug fixed: The verification code has been moved from the
encryption-decryption steps. The resulting code is now checked before the encryption
begins. As a result we found out that the module was no longer working. Bug fixed: The
encryption process was not commended correctly when it was set to be automatic. Bug
fixed: Now the commended decompression tool is not prompted again, even if you set it to
automatic. Bug fixed: Now the commended decompression tool is compatible with
Windows 10.
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DataXWork, a simple yet powerful application was developed to help people calculate the
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CRC, HASH, ENCRYPT and ENCRYPT_NUMBER of files, compress and compress
numbers files, encrypt and decrypt files. DataXWork Features: CRC Calculator: With
DataXWork, it is easy to calculate the CRC of files, such as text, executable, DLL, EXE,
INF, ISY, CAB, EZI, ISO, TXT or LAR. You can use it to verify your ISO files. For
example, you can use it to verify game CDs and DVDs to detect potential errors like
scratches or fold. Calculate Hash Values: With DataXWork, you can use it to calculate the
HASH and SHA1 values of files, such as text, executable, DLL, EXE, INF, ISY, CAB,
EZI, ISO, TXT or LAR. Encode To Hexadecimal: You can use DataXWork to easily
encode numbers to HEX using the Convert Hex To Decimal | Convert Hex To Decimal
functions. Encrypt File With Password: Using DataXWork, you can easily and fasten
encryption of text, compressed, or numbers files. You can use the Encrypt File with
Password function to encrypt or compress files. The Encrypt function uses 3DES (Triple
DES) Encryption algorithm and password to encrypt file. Also, you can use the Encrypt
File with Password function to remove the password from your encrypted files. Decrypt
File With Password: With DataXWork, you can easily and fasten decryption of text,
compressed, or numbers files. You can use the Decrypt File With Password function to
decrypt files. The Decrypt function uses 3DES (Triple DES) Encryption algorithm and
password to decrypt encrypted files. Also, you can use the Decrypt File With Password
function to remove the password from your encrypted files. Encrypt File Numbers: With
DataXWork, you can easily encrypt numbers of text, compressed, or numbers files. You
can use the Encrypt Number Function to encrypt numbers. The Encrypt Numbers function
uses XOR Encryption algorithm and password to encrypt numbers. Also, you can use the
Encrypt Number Function to decrypt encrypted numbers. The Decrypt Number function
uses XOR Encryption algorithm and password to decrypt encrypted numbers. had nothing
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System Requirements For DataXWork:

Supported OS: Windows 7, Vista, XP Windows 7, Vista, XP Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo
E4500 @ 3.1GHz or faster Intel Core 2 Duo E4500 @ 3.1GHz or faster Memory: 1GB of
RAM 1GB of RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 4800
NVIDIA GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 4800 DirectX: Version 9.0c Version 9.0c
Hard Drive: 13GB of free space 13GB of free space Sound
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